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We measured the angular dependence of critical currents on YBa2Cua0r_y/
Pr,Y1_,BazCus07_y  superlattices at various applied magnetic fields and temperatures
to investigate the effect of layer coupling on the dimensionality of the superlattices. The
applied magnetic field was up to 6 Tesla and the temperatures varied from T, to about
50 K. The angie between ëhe  applied magnetic field and the c-axis of superlattices
were from 0” to 180î.  The current was always perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field. The Kes model was introduced to fit our data to study the dimensionality of the
superlattices. For sample where the coupling is weak, the 2D Kes model has better
fitting. These results will be discussed.

PACS. i4.60.Ge  - Flux pinning; flux creep, and flux-line lattice dynamics

Due to the la!.ered crystal structure, the high-ir, superconducting oxides show high]!
anisotropic in superconducting transport properties. kloreover,  the c-axis coherence length
<, which is about 3 -ifor YBa2Cu307_,  and 1 Afor Bi2SrzCaCulOs  at OK, is significantl!
shorter than the lattice constant c. Thus, the order parameters are large in the Cu-O;,
planes, but almost uniformly zero between the layers. This implies that, at low tempera-
ture, a 2D layered model is more suitable for high-?; superconductors then a 3D anisotropic,
spatially homogeneous model [l]. The interlayers can act as strong intrinsic pinning centers
if the fiux lines are injected parallel to the layers (21. Furthermore, P. Ir. Kes et al. [3]
suggested that the superconduct;ng  properties should be independent on the field compo-
nent parallel to the layers. However, at temperatures near T,, due to the comparability of
t=(t) and lattice constant c of YBa2CusOr_,,, the coupling between superconducting lay-

ers is much larger and the superconducting properties deviate from the 2G behavior. It
is expected to observe a dimension crossover from 3D to 2D on YBCO by lowering down

t Refereed version of the contributed paper presented at the 1995  Taiwan International Conference
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the temperature. ince the superlattices can artificially change the distance between su-
perconduc t in  laye:s Therefore, in this work, we grew the superlattices with alternating
sheets of YB~ZCuaO~-, (YBCO) and Prl_,Y,BazCusOr_-y  (PYBCO) where z = 0 or 0.5,
and measured the critical current density J,. Since the coupling between superconducting
layers can be artificiaIly varied by the PYBCO thickness and concentration of Y, we can
investigate the dimensionality  transition of the superlattices.

There are two kinds of superlattice studied in this work, one is YBazCusOr_,/PrBaZ-
CusOr-,,  (YBCO/PBCO), another one is YBa2Cus0r_,/PrBazCus0r_y  (YBCO/PYBCO).
The superlattices were deposited by a dual target RF sputtering system with an off axis con-
figuration. The two targets are stoichiometric YBa2Cus0r_-y  and (Prr_rY=)Ba2Cus07_-y
with z = 0 or 0.5. The films were epitaxialiy  grown on 650-700 ìC  SrTiOs(100)  substrates.
The sputtering gas was a mixture of .4r and 02. After deposition, one atmosphere of oxygen
was introduced to the chamber and the film ivas dwelt one hour at 600 ìC. then the film
was cooled down to room temperature at rate of 5 ìC/min.  The -X-ray CiEraction  peaks
demonstrated a preierred orientation \vith the crystal c axis perpendicular 10  the substrate
surface. Fig. 1 shoivs the XRD pattern in the vicinity of (001) peak from a YBCO/PYBCO
(48_1/48A) fil m. The arroivs  indicate the satellite peaks due to the superiattice modulation.
The modulation wavelength estimated from the position of satellite peaks is 96 A, which is
consistent with desired thickness calibrated from Dektak surface profi!e.  In order to study
the J, dependence of the angle B: 0 is the angle berlveen  the magnetic field H í  and the c a,xis
of superlattices. The samples c-ere  mounted on a rotatable sample holder vcith the magnetic
fil de perpendicular to the rotation axis. J, \vas de:ermined  using the voltage drop criterion
Of 5 pV/mm.  In this experimenrs . the current fle\v along the ab plane an? the parallel to
rotation axis. Since the Lorentz force acts on the Sux !ine is FL = J x H/c. In the situation

t
J parallel to rotation axis, the Lorentz force can express b!. t\vo components  along c-axis
and ab-plane:

1
FL,~ = ; JH sin B

1
FL,ob = -Jfi  COS e

C

the absolute value of Lorentz force is independent on the angle 0.
Since, P. H. Kes ctal. [3] point out that the critical current density J, of a 2D layered

superconductor will be determined by the c-axis component of magnetic field only. Hence,
in order to probe the 2D property, a theoretic curve suggested by P. H. Kes etal. was
calculated as J,(H,e)  = J,(H cos 8,Oî)  from the data of J, versus H at 0 = 0î. Fig. 2
shoxs  the J,-6’  dependence of a 960 AYBCO fil m. We can not fit the data to the 2D Kes
model. Because the criterion of 3D-2D transition P( l- 1) = 2(c,b(O)/d]’  (4) is not satisfied in
ozL_ sample, where P is the effective mass ratio m,/m,b, t is the relative temperature T/T,,
f-s is the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) coherence length along ab-plane and d is the distance
ber;;een  the superconductin g layers. In other words, it predicts that if d > x&(t),  the
sn;erconductor  will become a 2D system. For YBCO system, d is 8.3 .&and & is about 12
.&x I = 0.94. Thus, for observing the dimension crossover, it is necessary either to lower
the temperature or to increase the d value. However, we can .introduce PYBCO to increase
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FIG. 1.

FIG. 2.

X-ray diffraction pattern for a YBa2Cu30,_,/Pro.sYo.sBa2CU307-,  (4SA/48A)  x 16 su-

perlattice, the arrow indicate the positions of the satellite peaks.

.7, as a function of 8 under magnetic fields of H = 0.1,0.2, 0.5, and 1 T for aYBazCusO:-,
thin film. The thickness of thin film is 960 .k. The solid line are obtained using the 2D Kes
model.
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FIG. 3.

FIG. 4.

.7, as a function of 8 under magnetic fields H = 0.5 T at t =: 0.92 for the superlattices

YBCO/PY-BCO  (4SK/48A),  YBCO/PYBCO (4SA/24A),  and YBCO/PBCO (48-i/2?-\).
The solid lines are obtained using the 2D Kes model.

J, as a function of 0 under magnetic fields H = 2 T at t N 0.65 for the superlattice YBCO/

PYBCO (48A/24A) x 29. The solid line are obtained using the 2D Kes model. The inser

shows the field dependence of J, at 8 = 0” (i) and 90î (0).

the distance d. Ln Fig. 3 the J, versus 8 for three superlattice samples YBCO/PYBCO
(488,/48A)  (sample A), YBCO/PYBCO (48A/24A)  (sample B) and YBCO/PBCO  (SE-i/
24A) (sample C) under H = 0.5 Tesla and 1 z 0.92 are shown. Since the T, of the PYBCO

film was about 8 K, it behaves as normal layers in the higher temperature range. Therefore,
the d values for each sample can be estimated to be 56.3 A, 32.3 Land 32.3 A. Using the
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GL coherence length of a YBCO film, fit,(i) is about 15 Aat t = 0.92. As d is greater

than fit, for all three samples, one can expect that all three samples behave as 2D system.
However, we observed that the angular dependence of J, can be scaled well by the 2D Kes
model in the sample A and the sample C, but the data of the sample B deviate conspicuously
from the theoretic curve. These results show that, the coupling between the YBCO layer
is stronger for a PYBCO normal layer than for a PBCO normal layer. This is because
the PYBCO is a superconductor and the PBCO is a semiconductor at low temperature,
thus the order parameter decreases slower in the PYBCO layer than in the PBCO layer.
As a result, the intrinsic pinning should be weaker in the sample B and the Lorentz force
component FL*, can move the flux along c direction. So, the J,(B)  data of sample B are
lower than the theoretic curve. When the temperature decreased to t z 0.65, as shown in
Fig. 4, the J,(B) data of sample B become well described by the 2D Kes model. This means
that the coupling between the YBCO layers are reduced due to the decrease of E=(l) at low
temperature. It is noticeable that there is a shoulder on the Jc(S)  curve. In the inset of
Fig. 4, this feature can also be seen on the J,(H) curve at 0 = Oî,  but it is flat at 0 =  90î.

This indicates that the shoulder is correlated to the extrinsic pinning only.
In conclusion, the angular dependence of J, was investigated to examine the dimen-

sionzlity of superconducting superlattice. TT:e  observed the 3D-2D transition by varying the
temperature or varying the normal layer thickness. These results show that the dimension-
alit!- is determined b\- the coupling strength between superconducting layers. The coupling
sireqth depends on the effective separation distance of superconducting layers and the GL
cohsence length along c-axis.
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